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Abstract: Power quality enhancement is only possible by mitigating power quality problems and main power quality problems are
voltage sag and distortion. This paper represents basic power quality problems as Voltage distortion, Harmonics and voltage sag in a
wind and solar based hybrid power system. Because of power quality problems are everywhere, it should be mitigate for better power
quality. Voltage sag is the most common power quality problem in power system. If we consider a hybrid power system power quality
problems is always there. In a wind and solar hybrid power system the most common power quality problems is voltage distortion,
harmonics and voltage sag. In this paper is shows that how to mitigate the power quality problems by using FACTs device static
synchronous generator and active filter. This will help to connect more numbers and different types of power system connected to grid
with better power quality. Another PV system is used as source of STATCOM for better usage of non-conventional resource.
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1. Introduction
IN this era the major challenge for utilities is grid integration
of more or increasing number of wind energy based
distributed generators (DG).The main concern is reliability of
the system as the increasing number of non-conventional
energy resources based generation system connecting to grid.
The photovoltaic (PV) solar system produces power close to
rated maximum power required as per requirements. Solar
energy system acts as a source of STATCOM. Taking a nonrenewable source as a voltage source inverter implies that the
system does not require any extra energy to regulate the grid
voltage during fault. DFIG based wind turbines (WTs) with
variable speed can offer increased efficiency in capturing the
energy from wind from a wider range of wind velocity, as
well as better power quality. In recent days the preferable
configuration for wind turbine is Doubly Fed Induction
Generator (DFIG).
With the various development of distribution generation
system, the non-conventional energy resource as wind and
PV solar system become the source of great amount energy.
In PV system the current control is used for application of
real and reactive power control. Production of wind energy
system now days hundreds even thousands of megawatt
power. Due to variable velocity of wind DFIG generation is
used in the system. The basic model diagram of the system is
shown in Figure1. It is the single line diagram of the PV solar
STATCOM connected to the PCC in the grid connecting
DFIG wind energy system. The main purpose of the system
to control power quality problems using non-conventional
source for reducing extra cost and power losses as well as
more reliability in faulty conditions.
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Figure 1: Hybrid System connected to the system with AF &
STATCOM

2. PV Solar System
Solar power generation is the conversion of light energy to
electric energy. Sunlight or photon can be converted directly
into electric power using photovoltaic (PV), or even easier
with the concentrating solar power (CSP) as heat conserve,
which generally focuses the photon energy to water at its
boiling point which can be used to generate power.
Photovoltaic (PV) were early used to generation as a single
solar cell to small household stuffs powered by photovoltaic
(PV) arrays. A PV solar cell is a device that converts
light/photon into electric current using the effect of
photoelectric. The photovoltaic power (PV) system, or PV
system array produces direct current (DC) power which
dependent with the sunlight's photon intensity. In practical
use this is usually need conversion to certain require voltages
as alternating current (AC) voltages by using an inverter.
Many solar cells are connected inside the modules. All
modules are wired together to form solar arrays, then all tied
to an inverter, which produces the power at desired voltage
for DC and for AC, it is voltage as well as the required
frequency and phase.
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power electronic converters to absorb or generate reactive
power, for this eliminating the need for installing capacitor
banks as in the case of squirrel-cage induction generator.

Figure 2: An ideal PV cell
By connecting solar cell in series and parallel can be created
solar module and solar array as our required output. A buckboost converter and inverter matches the required output
voltage as per grid voltages.

3. Active Filter and STATCOM
In this paper STATCOM and Active Filter required power is
supplied by extra power source. As a multilevel (Three level)
STATCOM used in this system the power required 120V
system used in three places as source of STATCOM. As
STATCOM and Active Filter source 40V DC Vstat connected
to the point of common coupling (PCC) to regulate the grid
voltage. the equations for source of filter and STATCOM
are:

The STATCOM connected to the PCC by a linear
transformer across the load. The STATCOM supplies the
current Istat to the PCC to grid. Where Vpcc is synchronized
with PCC voltage as well as WES voltage. Above mentioned
equations are for designing PV solar cell and desire outputs
of the PV solar system. Here STATCOM and AF used
controller to check pulses with triangular saw tooth wave and
generate pulses according to the waveform.

4. Doubly Fed Induction Generator
There are four main stages to design a DFIG wind turbine.
Those are turbine model, generator model, drive train model,
and controller. DFIG wind turbines are consisting of a wound
rotor induction generator to the system and an AC/DC and
DC/AC IGBT-based PWM converter to control the output.
The stator winding of the generator is connected directly to
the 50 Hz grid connection while the rotor side is fed at
variable frequency through the AC to DC and DC to AC
converter. The DFIG from WES technology allows
extracting maximum energy from the wind compare to other
IGs for low wind speeds by utilizing the turbine speed, when
minimizing the mechanical stresses on the wind turbine
during gusts of wind flow. The optimize turbine speed
producing maximum mechanical energy for a given wind
speed is proportional to the other output of wind speed. One
of the better advantage of the DFIG technology is the key for
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The doubly-fed generator rotors are typically wound with 2
to 3 times the number of turns of the stator winding. That
explains the rotor voltages will be higher and currents
respectively lower than the stator voltage. It implies that the
typical ± 30 % operational speed range around the
synchronous speed, the rated current of the converter is
accordingly very lower what leads to a lower cost of
converter the system. The main drawback is that controlled
operation outside the operational speed range is impossible
because of the higher than rated rotor voltage of the system.
And for further analysis, the voltage transients due to the grid
disturbances (three- and two-phase voltage dips, generally)
will also be magnified and checked. In order to prevent very
high rotor voltages - and high currents resulting from these
voltages – from damaging the IGBTs and diodes of the
converter system, a protection circuit (called crowbar) is
used. In Figure.3 the crowbar will short-circuit the rotor
windings through a small resistance while excessive currents
or voltages are detected in the system. In order to be able to
continue the operation as quickly as possible an active
crowbar has to be used to rotor side.
The stator part of the generator is directly connected to the
AC mains, where the wound rotor is fed from the Power
Electronics Converter via slip rings to allow DFIG to operate
at a variety of speeds in response for changing wind velocity.
The basic concept is to interpose a frequency converter
between the variable frequency IG and fixed grid frequency.
As the DC capacitor linking stator- and rotor-side converters
allows the storage of power from induction generator for
further generation of wind power. To achieving the full
control of grid current, the DC-link voltage must be boosted
to the level of 18 or higher than the amplitude of line-to-line
voltage of the grid. The slip power can flow in both
directions, i.e. to the rotor from the supply and from supply
to the rotor and hence the speed of the machine can be
controlled from either rotor- or stator-side converter in both
super and sub-synchronous speed ranges. Below the
synchronous speed in the motoring mode and above the
synchronous speed in the generating mode, rotor-side
converter operates as a rectifier and stator-side converter as
an inverter, where slip power is returned to the stator. Below
the synchronous speed in the generating mode and above the
synchronous speed in the motoring mode, rotor-side
converter operates as an inverter and stator side converter as
a rectifier, where slip power is supplied to the rotor.

Figure 3: The doubly-fed induction generation
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The AC to DC and DC to AC converter is divided into two
components: the rotor-side converter (RSC) and the grid-side
converter (GSC). The Voltage-Sourced Converters (VSC)
going to forced-commutated with power electronic devices
(IGBTs) to synchronize an AC voltage from a DC voltage
source as per requirements. A capacitor bank connected on
the DC side acts as the DC voltage source of the rotor side. A
coupling inductor Lf is used here to connect grid side
converter to the main grid. The three phase winding is
connected to rotor side converter by slip rings and brushes
and the three-phase stator winding, which is directly
connected to the grid.

7. Modelling and Simulation
In proposed system block diagram four major parts are
concerned. Those are DFIG system, PV solar system,
STATCOM system, and active filter.

5. Multi-Level STATCOM
STATCOM is nothing but a voltage source converter. It is
mainly used for mitigating power quality problems like
voltage swell, voltage sag, interruption etc. A generating
component generates pulse to compare to main signal and
controller sending the output voltage according to the pulse.
In this model PI controller is used as controller. In this paper
three level STATCOM is used.

Figure 5: System block diagram
7.1 DFIG Modelling
A very familiar model of induction generation converting the
wind power to electricity and supply to the grid is shown in
Figure 6. As shown the stator flux-oriented reference per
frame, reactive power can be controlled by varying d-axis
current of the rotor. Stator and rotor modified to a special
reference frame which rotates with angular frequency and
that is identical to stator flux linkage phasor graph with real
axis and flux vector of stator. This is dynamic vectorized
model [3]. The DFIG system generates 2 MW power and
voltage across PCC is 230V. For wind power controller in
this system PWM generator is used.

Figure 4: Three level STATCOM

6. Active Filter Design
An active filter is a type of analog electronic filter that uses
active components such as an amplifier. Amplifiers included
in a filter design can be used to improve the performance and
predictability of a filter, while avoiding the need for
inductors.

Figure 6: Wind Turbine DFIG
The main variable of the system is rotating are flux linkages
Fqs = Wb
(1)
Fds = Wb

Figure 5: Active Filter Block Diagram
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(2)
Fqr = Wb

(3)

Fdr = Wb

(4)

For maintaining the flow of variables and for convenience of
simulating the above equations are separated to the rotor
circuit and q-d axis.
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The mechanical power and the stator electric power output
are computed as follows:
Pr = T m * r
(5)
Ps = Tem * s
(6)
For a loss less generator the mechanical equation is:
J.
= Tm - Tem
(7)
In steady-state at fixed speed for a loss less generator
Tm = Tem and Pm = Pr + Ps
(8)
and it follows that:
Pr = Pm – Ps = Tm. r – Tem. s = - sPs
(9)
Where s =
is defined as the slip of the generator.
Pw = Cp*(Vw)
(10)
Output torque is given by
Tm = Pt/ Vsh
(11)
Where Pt = Pm*(Pwbase*Pnom)/Pebase and Pebase = (Pnom/0.9)
λ = (Vsh / Vw)* λnom
(12)
Cp = c1* [c2/λ-c3*β-c4] *exp (-c5/λ) + c6*λ
(13)
(1/ λi )=1/ [λ+0.08*β]-0.035/ [(β)3 +1]
(14)
Cpnom = Cpmax
(15)
λinom =1/ (1/λnom-0.035)
(16)
knom = - (c2*c5/λinom-c4*c5-c2)*exp(-c5/ λinom)/ (λnom2) (17)
c1 = Cpmax / ((c2/λinom- c4)*exp (-c5/λinom) + knom*λnom) (18)
c6 = knom*c1
(19)

Figure.9: Cp Model
7.1.5 Wind turbine Modelling

By using the equation, we can simulate
7.1.1 Wind turbine 1/ lambda model (Tip speed ratio)

Figure 7: 1/Lambda model

Figure 10: Wind turbine modelling
7.1.6 Drive Train Modelling
Drive train of a wind turbine mainly consists of turbine,
generator and gear box. The main sources of inertia for the
system lie in the turbine and generator and inertia of the
gearbox is ignored owing to negligible contribution of tooth
wheels. Thus, drive train is modeled as a two mass model
with a connecting shaft inclusive of inertia and shaft elements
[5]. The modelling of drive train as shown in Figureure 6.5 is
carried out using the following mathematical equations [6]:
Tm- Tsh = 2*Ht*(dWt/dt) (20)
(Wt-Wr)/ Webase = [d (θsta)/dt] (21)
Tsh = [θsta *Kss + Kd *(Wt-Wr)] (22)
Tbase = Pnom / Webase (23)
Tm = Tbase* Tsh

7.1.2 Pitch angle controller

Figure 8: pitch angle controller
Figure 11: Drive train modelling
7.1.3 Wind turbine co-efficient of power model
By referring the above equations, we can simulate
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In this system 3 phase fault is created to preparing voltage
sag, and it is connected to the transmission line to grid for
generating more distortion. An Active Filter is used to
mitigate the transmission line distortion and system
reliability.

Figure 12: DFIG model
7.2 PV Solar System Modelling
By connecting the PV cell series and parallel it is possible to
get desire output with PV cell, In this PV Solar system all
fundamentals to generating current, saturation current,
reverse current considered. And the system shown below,
The PV solar system generates 230V for hybrid system and
40 Volts as required to STATCOM.

Figure 15: AF simulation model
7.4 System Simulation Diagram
The System Simulation Diagram is shown below.

Figure 13: PV solar system
7.3 Solar Power Statcom and AF

Figure 16: DFIG and STATCOM connected to grid

In this model solar power STATCOM is used. Existing PV
solar system used as a source of the STATCOM. Active filter
is used to mitigate voltage distortion. It’s a great idea to use
non-conventional power system to regulate the grid. The
STATCOM PI controller is shown in Figure.14, Active filter
equations based on transfer function,

8. Simulation Results
As taking PV solar system the source of STATCOM in
continuous 40 DC volt. The PV output is shown in Figure.16

…(i)
And resistance equations,
…(ii)

Figure 17: PV output as source of STATCOM
As STATCOM supplied by 40V DC, the three level
STATCOM output is also 40V is shown below.

Figure 14: STATCOM controller
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Figure 18: STATCOM output
By designing the DFIG for 2 MW of power and 230V to
PCC, it is very complex and challenging. The wind power
depends each and every factor mentioned. Here at time 0.03
to 0.05 the current of DFIG distorted because generators
rotor side characteristics.

Figure 21: Voltage sag in the system
In second case when STATCOM is connected to the system,
so when voltage sag occurs at t=0.1 sec the STATCOM
injects the voltage to the system to mitigate the sag up to
t=0.2

Figure 19: Voltage and current of DFIG
Figure 22: STATCOM injection voltage
The active and reactive power of the DFIG system is shown
below where active power is 2 MW.

After mitigation the system voltage sag, the voltage graph is
shown below. Where STATCOM mitigate the sag and AF
mitigate very small distortion and harmonics exist in the
system.

Figure 20: Reactive and a=Active power of DFIG
For first case without STATCOM fault is given across the
load of the existing system with the fault time of 0.1 to 0.2
and fault type is three phase fault with load of 500 KW. PCC
voltage is 230V. Grid generation 100 MW. WES is 2 MW.
AF reduced harmonics and distortion through the wind solar
hybrid system.
At time t=0 the voltage is normal 230V, and system is
reliable. At time t=0.1 three phase fault occurs and system
drops to the voltage sag zone, 60 percent voltage drop occurs
up to t= 0.2. At t=0.2 to 0.4 the fault clears and the system
return to its normal state.

Figure 23: Final system voltage after connecting
STATCOM
Voltage output as require 230V without any distortion in the
PCC to transmission line as required provided by the system.
The system used Frequency is 60hz. Nominal transformer
power = 1000MVA. Transformer ratio = 25000/230. Wind
power generation = 2 MW. λnom=8.1. Cpnom=0.48. PV Solar
power generation 1MW.

9. Conclusion
A PV solar power STATCOM and AF with DFIG wind
power and solar based hybrid system is studied in this paper.
Where the STATCOM mitigates the voltage sag of the
system during fault and wind and solar power system supply
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2MW power to the grid. As the solar system is connected
only in STATCOM as source, and AF is used to mitigate
distortion of the system but it has the main role of the system
that is regulate the grid voltage in any situation. This concept
shows that without any extra power requires the nonconventional energy resources regulates the grid voltages.
This concept allows to use more non-conventional resources
not only as DG types but also different way like source of
voltage regulator devices for better performance. A novel
concept can be proposed by using battery with PV as
STATCOM source for day and night usage, cause PV
practically does not generates the power. But it is possible to
charge the battery by PV in day time and regulate the grid
using PV and Battery power STATCOM to regulate the grid
voltage during day and night time. Using the STATCOM and
AF together is also a great challenge but it is heavily
effective to mitigate power quality problems of the system.
This method can be used for multi-purpose works in near
future.
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